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About This Game

Have you ever dreamed of causing untold millions of dollars in property damage while steamrolling everyone in your path?
Infernal Racket combines the satisfaction of arcade-style platforming with the guilty pleasure of shattering fragile glassware.

Easy to pick up and hard to put down, Infernal Racket is cathartic chaos.

Smash your way through hundreds of hand-designed levels! The more property damage you cause, the greater the reward, but
keep moving--the Spirit of Glass is tracking you down!

Key features:

Survive over 200 hand-crafted levels while breaking everything you can--fine china, priceless sculptures, ancient
gemstones, and more!

Break glass to gain experience and level up! Choose from 10 powerful upgrades, including the dreaded Murderator
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Adjustable shrapnel levels so you can fill the screen with debris and glass shards to your liking!

It's like Donkey Kong but you always have the hammer! It's like Pac-Man but you're always powered up! Get revenge on
decades of video game enemies that have killed you just by touching you.

 Unlimited Replayability! Levels are chosen randomly each time you play, but they always get more challenging the
longer you survive!
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Title: Infernal Racket
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Game Soup LLC
Publisher:
Game Soup LLC
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 1.5 Ghz Dual-Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 660 or equivalent

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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Achievments don't work.

EDIT:
They work now as of 8\/20\/17. The developers got their\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665together and improved the
game tenfold, connectivity to servers is much better in Oz and the game feels a whole lot smoother through optimisations, gj
devs!. Very basic, but very nice indie top down shooter game. Yeah, graphic have little...mixed terrible and nice (What I talking
about...). And that soundtrack hear like 90's early game soundtrack, very basic and lovely. My mainly focused on arsenal, this
game have nice weapon detail, can see the mag or clip on the ground when you reload done, also they added some their designed
sci-fi weapons (Like Koroak 45, that is can't found it on history, this game said it is prototype Russia assault rifle.) Boss is no
too hard, very easy, but still need careful play with them. At last, this is very basic and fun's indie game, that price is worth.. I'm
a big fan of twin-stick shooters and this one has some unique gameplay and modes. The arena morphes as you progress through
the levels and makes it much more challenging. The power ups are short and powrful by collecting yellow hexagon and to power
up upgrade fire power you collect the pink hexagon and there's a quick dash mode to ram through every emenies that get caught
in the way but there is no bombs.

There's also boss fight after you complete\/survive the waves.

Don't judge this game by lack of pretty\/colourful graphics because the gameplay is just top notch for an indie game.. I'm not
that much of a gamer but more interested in VR and what the technology has to offer. At a reasonable price Constellation
Distantia seemed like the right title to try out what feels like to be a space pilot.

It's clearly a PC game, because the menus and texts are a bit hard to read at times, but most importantly the flying is a lot of fun
(it's actually 1st person in VR), and it looks really nice. The graphics are flat, clean and clear.

The game also features a background story with some quite likeable characters and decently written dialogue. The game takes
you from mission to mission, but it's easy to just forget it and explore the universe the devs have created. A definite thumbs up
for me.. Everything I've been waiting for all these years.
Ever since Descent 3 stopped being compatible with newer systems, I've been looking to find a game that would follow in its
tracks. Sublevel Zero, a love letter to the Descent franchise as a whole, did a pretty good job at filling that void. But now I'm
excited to see what the original guys behind it all have in store for a fully-fledged revival of the genre.

If I had one major complaint, it's that controlling with the mouse feels absolutely dreadful. Both axises just refuse to work
together, and moving in a diagonal angle is a nightmare. Even Sublevel Zero managed to nail mouse look down to a tee, so I'm
not sure what's going on here. Too much focus on joystick maybe?

Oh, and the FOV really needs to allow a wider angle than that, 72 just isn't nearly enough.

Other than that, amazing job for a prototype.. I think this is what happens when you combine the fever-dream of a rock-loving
lemon person with an incredibly strange and horrifically designed game. if it looks
like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and plays like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665(wich it does)
its\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. It's little cool comic about two in-game NPCs - Frifle and the Grey Mauser. It's very short
( about 40 pages ) but still fun. 7\/10
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This should be in an independent alpha-- not on Steam yet. This is too early for the early access program, in my opinion. There's
almost 0 functionality at this point; I really feel it's going to be detrimental to the 'game' overall to have it get all the negative
buzz it's going to get during early access in this state.. PURCHASED THIS ART BUT WHERE SHOULD I DOWNLOAD
THE THIS ART OR WALLPAPER. NO WEBSITE GIVEN IN DESCRIPTION. Good protype of mech action game. This
would be stelar with a campain or online multiplayer. As it stands now is good for like an hour of good fun and figuring out the
controls. Going forward is a bit of a challange sometimes.. The monsters may as well be potatoes. They behave in the same
cadence but all have a slightly different tempo. If you're not braindead you'll take little to no damage. I think the multiplayer
instances are cool- but the problem is anyone can show up beat the quest take all the good item spawns and you're left with
nothing.

For a roguelike there is a HUGE lack of gear. I was hoping for a lot more item variety but unfortunately I've been hitting people
with the same club since the first area. I am starting to notice the difficulty ramping up slightly but the beginning game is so
slow it's nearly unbearable. I feel more like I'm playing a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 JRPG than a cutthroat
roguelike.

I like the game- it's a cool concept but it needs work. More gear, more monsters, and a higher difficulty curve would do wonders
for it. The first few areas there is 0 challenge. Womp defenseless bunnies and deer. Punch the occasional wolf to death.

15 bucks for this is high in it's current state. A more fair price would be 5 bucks. I only didn't take the refund so I could warn
people that Grimm: Dark Potato Farmer is not all it's cut out to be.. This is more of an advanced Risk like Board Game. It is
simple to pick up and just start playing.

In the Description of the game it states that the game mechanics are very straight forward and simple.. The game delivered that.

If you are looking for a cheap game that is easy to play and resembles a board game like risk.. This is a perfect game. This is not
an overly complicated game trying to simulate history and governments.. You place your armies and move them around the
map, conquer or defend.

I found the game to be very amusing and satisfying.. I'm always on the lookout to enjoy a risk like game.. Many try and fail. But
this one is not frustrating or very difficult. Image risk with someones own twerks and touches in it emulating a fixed starting
position for european empires.
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